The organizational concept of virtual Web organizations encompasses three organizational elements, namely the relatively stable virtual Web platform from which dynamic virtual corporations derive. Virtual corporations are interorganizational adhocracies that are configured temporally of independent companies in order to serve a particular purpose, such as joint R&D, product development, and production. The third element of this organizational construct is the management organization that initiates and maintains the virtual Web platform as well as forms and facilitates the operation of dynamic virtual corporations. Since the organizational concept of virtual Web organizations is hardly researched this chapter aims to provide readers with a better understanding of the organizational concept of virtual Web organizations and in particular of how such an organizational construct is managed. Based on empirical research the author developed a competence-based management model of virtual Web management organizations. This competence-based view of virtual Web management organizations presents an overview of a set of common sub-competencies underlying the three virtual Web management's main competencies of initiating and maintaining virtual Web platforms and forming dynamic virtual corporations. Furthermore, the developed competence-based management model describes the content of the individual sub-competencies and it explains the purpose, the interrelateness and the temporal dimensions of the virtual Web management's subcompetencies.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1990s the concept of "virtual organizations," as a particular form of cooperative networks, has been introduced. Despite Mowshowitz (1986) using the term "virtual organization" in 1986 for the first time, the academic world paid little attention to this new organizational network approach. Only since Davidow and Malone published their book The Virtual Corporation in 1992 as well as the landmark Business Week article of Byrne in 1993 about virtual corporations was published, have academics around the world become interested in this topic.
Since them, the organizational concept of "virtual organization" has been researched and a number of real "virtual organizations" have been established in practice. However, many authors have created a variety of different terms and definitions to describe this new form of network organization that has caused confusion about the term "virtual organization" and its underlying organizational concept, i.e., terms such as virtual company (Goldman and Nagel, 1993) , virtual enterprise (Hardwick et al., 1996) , and virtual factory (Upton and McAfee, 1996) . Moreover, most of the contributions in the literature of virtual organizations are conceptual and descriptive and some authors even tend to advocate the concept of virtual organizations in a rather idealistic and speculative way.
Basically, one can constitute that the "virtual organization" is a partnership network enabled and facilitated by modern information and communication technology (ICT). The term "virtual" originates from the Latin word "virtus" which basically means "proficiency, manliness" (Scholz, 1994) , it defines an attribute of a thing, which is not really existing, but would have the possibility to exist (Scholz, 1996) . What does that mean in the context of organizations? Scholz (1997) distinguishes the virtual organization into an intra-organizational and inter-organizational perspective.
Whereby the intra-organizational perspective on virtual organizations refers to a particular form of organization within defined boundaries of a firm (hierarchy), the inter-organizational perspective is about the exchange of resources between firms. The inter-organizational perspective is divided into virtual markets (market transactions) and virtual corporations (transaction through networking). Virtual markets mean e-commerce market transactions between actors using sophisticated ICT, i.e., the Internet. In contrast, virtual corporations are basically partnership networks of independent companies. Thus, Byrne (1993) (pp. 36-37) .
defines the virtual corporation as follows: A Virtual Corporation is a temporary network of independent companies-suppliers, customers, and even rivals-linked by information technology to share skills, costs, and access to one another's markets. This corporate model is fluid and flexible-a group of collaborators that quickly unite to exploit a specific opportunity. Once the opportunity is met, the venture will, more often than not, disband. In the concept's purest form, each company that links up with others to create a virtual corporation contributes only what it regards as its core competencies.

Technology plays a central role in the development of the virtual corporation. Teams of people in different companies work together, concurrently rather than sequentially, via computer networks in real time
Having a closer look at this definition, it basically means that independent actors, such as companies, are allocated on short-term notice and contribute their best (core competencies) to a partnership of strangers. Furthermore, the constant alternation of the value chain configuration does certainly not improve the level of trust between the acting partners and the willingness to share their knowledge and resources to be exploited by others. In theory, it sounds perfect to switch between the best in class, to constantly alternate the value chain as needed, and to design the perfect value chain to achieve the common goals. But, who is "common;" who carries the benefits away? Is this totally free system of assignment and reassignment of companies to tasks feasible; is it realistic if one considers that each company can be out of the game any time? Does a company contribute its best to a partnership in such an uncertain and turbulent environment? It seems to be fairly obvious that this would not be the case. Hence, the following four fundamental key difficulties have to be addressed in respect to the organizational concept of virtual corporations.
•
The search for suitable partner companies that keep the complementary core competencies in order to design a successful value chain.
• The organizational fit of the selected partner companies, technologically and sociologically.
•
The necessary level of trust between the partner companies in order to accelerate the partnering process, to shorten the time to market process and to reduce transaction costs.
The needs for cooperation management in order to coordinate the activities of the dispersed partner companies and to build trustworthy relationships between the partnering companies. Therefore, Goldman et al. (1995) proposes the organizational concept of "virtual Webs." They define the "Web" as an open-ended collection of pre-qualified partners that agree to form a pool of potential members of virtual corporations. The success of the virtual organization model is tied to the ability of "real" companies to form virtual organizations rapidly to meet an emerging time-based opportunity. The ability to work intensively with other organizations and to be able to trust them from the start of the project is enhanced by prequalification agreements based on company attributes and contractual commitments (Goldman et al., 1995) . Basically, the virtual Web organization consists of three organizational elements. First, the virtual Web platform is a pool of independent companies that have agreed to cooperate. This virtual Web platform is a rather stable company network from which dynamically virtual corporations derive. Virtual corporations are inter-organizational adhocracies that are configured temporally of independent companies in order to serve a purpose, such as joint R&D, product development, and production. The third element of this organizational construct is the management organization that initiates and maintains the virtual Web platform as well as forms and facilitates the operation of dynamic virtual corporations.
Since the organizational concept of virtual Web organizations is hardly researched this chapter aims to provide readers with a better understanding of the organizational concept of virtual Web organizations. In particular, this chapter introduces a competence-based view on the management of virtual Web organization. Thus, the author introduces a competence-based management model of virtual Web organizations that has been derived from empirical research. However, first this chapter reviews the organizational concept of virtual Web organizations (VWO); it briefly outlines the theoretical approach of the competence-based view and presents the research methods that were used for the development of the competence-based management model of VWOs. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion about the introduced competence-based management model and its implications on the establishment of virtual Web organizations in practice. Goldman et al. (1995) define the virtual Web platform as an open-ended collection of pre-qualified partners that agree to form a pool of potential partner companies for the formation of virtual corporations. They state, one can imagine organizing a large number of supplier companies into a resource pool from which to draw the number of companies, and the kind of companies, that would be required to provide comprehensive customer services in any industry and that would compete directly with the largest single companies in that industry (Goldman et al., 1995) . Klüber (1997) proposes a two-level model of abstraction to distinguish the virtual Web platform from virtual corporations. The virtual Web platform is basically regarded as the organizational framework on a macro-organizational level, whereby virtual corporations are the actual performing units on the micro-organizational level. On the macro organizational level the virtual Web platform is the institutional framework of companies and their resources, which facilitates the formation of virtual corporations according to market needs. Therefore, it is proposed that the organizational concept of virtual Web organizations consists of three organizational elements. First, the virtual Web platform is a relatively stable network, it can be compared with a resource, capability, and core competence warehouse from which the necessary items are employed to meet customer expectations and market opportunities. Second, a virtual Web management organization (net-broker organization) manages the virtual Web platform and the formation of virtual corporations. The third organizational element is dynamic networks, virtual corporations that derive from the pool of independent companies, which are consolidated on the virtual Web platform. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of virtual Web organizations and its three interrelated organizational elements.
THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPT OF VWOS
The Virtual Web Platform
In general, one can state that the main purpose of the virtual Web platform is to facilitate the formation of virtual corporations. Therefore, the virtual Web platform is regarded as a relatively stable company network that aims to provide a cooperative environment for its partner companies. The focus of the virtual Web platform is to prepare the conditions for the coordination of virtual corporations, such as to define the flow of information and to agree on coordination mechanisms. In addition, the virtual Web platform is supposed to provide the environment in which trust between partner firms can develop. In general, the virtual Web platform fertilizes the development of cooperation and cooperative behavior of partner firms and their individual employees.
The Virtual Web Management Organization
In the academic literature this central management function of virtual corporations has been interchangeably named as broker, net-broker (Franke, 1999 (Franke, , 2000a or network broker (Hatch, 1995) , network coach (Schuh, 1998) , information broker (Upton and McAfee, 1996) , network intermediaries (Perry, 1996) , and the virtual general manager (Warner and Witzel, 1999) . For the purpose of this chapter this central management function is interchangeably named as "net-broker" or the "virtual Web management organization." However, Reiß (1997) assumes that the Franke and Hickmann (1999) Virtual Web Management 
The Virtual Web Organization
foremost role of the net-broker of a virtual Web organization is primarily the management of synergy. Hatch (1995) defines the net-broker as a facilitator and catalyst. Net-brokers help companies to form strategic partnerships, organize network activities and identify new business opportunities. Their task is to spread the network concepts, promote cooperation, organize groups of firms, and connect them to the product designers, marketing specialists, training providers, and industry service programs they need to compete successfully. Karnet and Faisst (1997) propose that the net-broker is also the primary point of contact for the customer. The net-broker proposes a suitable virtual corporation configuration and monitors their performance. They suggest that during the operation of a virtual corporation the net-broker acts as moderator and helps resolve possible conflict between partner companies. In respect to virtual Web organizations the management, the net-broker organization, does not only focus on the formation of virtual corporations, but also manages the virtual Web platform. Therefore, the virtual Web management organization takes care of the cooperation management on the stable virtual Web platform and facilitates the formation of dynamic virtual corporations. The rather normative statements regarding the management of virtual Web organizations (net-brokers) indicate that the view on net-broker organizations is merely based on assumptions rather than on empirical research. Therefore, this chapter presents the competence-based view on the management of virtual Web organizations that is grounded in empirical research.
The Deriving Virtual Corporations
Basically, virtual corporations are temporary partnerships of independent actors, such as individuals, companies, research institutes, etc. The major difference between totally free configured virtual corporations and virtual corporations deriving from virtual Web platforms is that partner firms have established a prepartnership relationship prior to working together for the first time. Thus, the virtual Web platform can be viewed as a hub of potential partner firms that are selected according to an actual need in order to carry out a given task on a temporary basis. In general, such virtual corporations are value-added partnerships of independent virtual Web partner firms, but depending on their purpose and given circumstances, such deriving virtual corporations also might integrate customers and external suppliers into the temporary value-adding partnership. Figure 2 illustrates a virtual Web organization, the virtual Web platform and its partner firms that form virtual corporations and integrate customers and virtual Web external suppliers.
Furthermore, virtual Web partner companies can be involved in more than one virtual corporation at the same time. However, as soon as the joint project is completed or the customer orders are executed the virtual corporation disbands and the individual partner firms fall back into the pool of companies consolidated on the virtual Web platform. Virtual corporations are value-added partnerships, which can either comprise the vertical or horizontal value chain, or both (Franke, 2000b) . In addition, virtual corporations are expected not to be limited to a particular sector or industry. Virtual corporations can be formatted from the service or manufacturing sector, or mix, the partner firms can originate from one and the same industry or partner firms from different industries join their forces. Nevertheless, the direction of virtual corporations might depend on the vision and mission of the virtual Web organization, which means it depends on the kind of companies that are aggregated on the virtual Web platform. Furthermore, it is suggested that besides joint manufacturing or the joint provision of services, the purpose of virtual corporations can also be joint R&D and innovation project (Bund, 1997) or joint learning and education partnerships (Stuart et al., 1998) .
In summary, the virtual Web organization and its organizational concept can be defined as follows:
The 
THE COMPETENCE-BASED VIEW
The idea of looking at firms as a broader set of resources goes back to the seminal work of Penrose (1959) . She argues that a firm is more than an administrative unit; it is also a collection of productive resources, the disposal of which between different uses and over time is determined by administrative decisions. The essence of the resource-based view of a firm is not to see the firm as a portfolio of products, i.e., Daimler-Chrysler and its product range of cars, trucks and buses. The resource-based theory identifies the firm as a pool of resources, capabilities and competencies needed to accomplish a task, i.e., physical products or intangible services.
The "Resource-Based Theory" literature is mainly divided into two different streams, one group of researchers are concerned with the internal and external resources of a firm, the economic perspective of market, hierarchies and networks, or the different implications of transaction cost theory. The other group of researchers emphasize how to make the best use of the available resources, i.e., core competence theory (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) , asset stock accumulation and sustainability of competitive advantage (Dierickx and Cool, 1989) , or the relationship between the firm's resource base and competitive advantage (Grant, 1991) .
For the purpose of this chapter the resource-based theory is used as an analytical framework in order to describe the tasks and duties virtual Web management organizations perform. Grant (1991) states that resources and capabilities are the input to a transformation process. On its own, only a few resources and capabilities are productive. To be productive as a team of inputs they need cooperation and coordination. Competencies are the capacity for a team of resources and capabilities to perform some task or activity. In simple terms, competencies are the combination of capabilities and resources. Therefore, a competence is the capacity of combining and coordinating resources and capabilities in a way that it leads to a desired outcome.
To build competencies is not simply a matter of pooling resources; competencies involve complex patterns of coordination between people, knowledge and other resources. To understand the anatomy of a firm's competencies, Nelson and Winter's (1982) concept of "organizational routines" is illuminating. Organizational routines are regular and predictable patterns of activity, which are made up of a sequence of coordinated actions by individuals. Thus, a competence is, in essence, a routine, or a number of interacting routines (Grant, 1991) . Furthermore, Grant (1991) states that organizations themselves are a huge network of routines. This statement implies that firms' competencies are employed within a network of many competencies and that the competencies interrelate to each other.
Thus, the competence-based view on virtual Web management organizations portrays the organizational routines, the tasks and duties performed by virtual Web management organizations into order to manage VWOs.
THE RESEARCH METHOD
The competence-based management model of virtual Web management organizations presented in this chapter is based on six case studies conducted about virtual Web organizations and their management. The qualitative data collection contained semi-structured interviews with manager of virtual Web management organizations as well as virtual Web partner firms. The authors conducted more than 40 interviews as well as spent more than six months with a management organization of a virtual Web organization (participant observation case study). Based on the empirical data the author conducted a number of cross-case analyses and constructed the competence-based management model presented in this chapter.
THE COMPETENCE-BASED FRAMEWORK OF VIRTUAL WEB MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONS
Besides a theoretical and analytical framework (the competence-based view), the author developed a conceptual competence-based framework for the research project as well. Grant (1991) states that a firm (organization) consists of a network of competencies. Such a competencies network can be structure in main competencies, sub-competencies and so on. Thus, this conceptual-competence-based framework aims to predetermine the main competencies in order to facilitate the investigation of the underlying level of sub-competencies. The three identified main net-broker competencies derived deductively from the literature review on virtual Web organizations. Thus, the predetermined conceptual framework of main virtual Web managements' competencies provided an initial structure for the empirical field research, data analysis, and the competence-based management model building process. Figure 3 illustrates the developed conceptual framework. The presentation of the competence-based management model of virtual Web management organizations follows this section.
• Initiation of the virtual Web platform. The purpose of this main competence is the ability to perform the process of establishing a stable network organization of independent companies. The performance of the initiation competence lays the foundation for the succeeding operation of the virtual Web organization, the maintenance and formation competencies.
• Maintenance of the virtual Web platform. This net-broker's competence enables the net-broker to maintain the stable virtual Web platform consisting of independent partner firms. Thus this competence keeps the independent partner companies together and is concerned with the further development of the virtual Web organization. In general, the net-brokers' maintenance competence manages the virtual Web platform and prepares the ground for the dynamic formation of temporary virtual corporations.
• Formation of virtual corporations. The purpose of this net-broker's competence is the ability to form and operate virtual corporations, which are timely or purposely limited partnerships of independent virtual Web partner companies. Based on the literature, the net-broker allocates a purpose for the formation of virtual corporations, whether it is a market opportunity, a customer inquiry, or an opportunity to conduct joint R&D. The net-brokers' main task is to configure a virtual corporation that is based on the virtual Web partners' resource-bases in order to match the allocated opportunity.
THE COMPETENCE-BASED VIEW ON VIRTUAL WEB MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONS
Based on the empirical data collected, the author conducted a series of crosscase analyses. The result of the research work is a set of 21 sub-competencies commonly employed by virtual Web management organizations. These sub-competencies support the performance of the three main competencies identified, namely the initiation of virtual Web platforms, the maintenance of virtual Web platforms and the formation and operation of dynamic virtual corporations. In addition, the author identified the temporal dimensions of the sub-competencies employed by virtual Web organizations. Figure 4 illustrates the set of 21 sub-competencies underlying the three main competencies employed by virtual Web management organizations. Addition- Figure 4 indicates the temporal employment of the individual sub-competencies on an imaginary timescale. This temporal bracketing of virtual Web management organizations' sub-competencies portrays the point of time, the sequence and the duration of sub-competencies employed by virtual Web management organizations.
The following description of each individual sub-competence explains the content and the purpose of each sub-competence. Furthermore, it summarizes the set of sub-competencies underlying each main competence using the predetermined structure of the conceptual competence-based framework introduced in the previous section. The summary of each main competence employed by virtual Web management organizations also states the interrelation between the individual sub-competencies as well as the interrelation between the three main competencies.
Initiating Sub-Competence: Market Research and Business Plan
This sub-competence entails the ability of the VWO management organizations / initiators to conduct market research and to develop a business plan. For the market research the VWO initiators search for information about the markets (national and/ or international), market potentials, competitors, and customers. Furthermore, this sub-competence includes the ability to conduct a structure analysis about the industry, the business field in which the future VWO should be established. In addition, VWO initiators carry out a feasibility study, an assessment which is supposed to indicate the possibility to establish a VWO in the identified business field. Based on this market research information the VWO initiators develop a business plan, which determines the strategic planning of setting up a VWO, the future operation of the VWO as well as defining business and marketing goals. The purpose of the VWO business plan is to guide the establishment and later operation of the VWO.
Initiating Sub-Competence: Development of Organizational Concept
This sub-competence is about the ability of VWO initiators to design an organization concept that is feasible and practical so that it can be operationalized through the participation of partner firms. Thus, this sub-competence is concerned with the design of a new VWO organizational concept and / or the modification of an already existing VWO concept. The VWO initiators have to consider the particular circumstances and the environmental conditions of the emerging VWO. The developed VWO concept describes, for instance, the defined organizational structure, conditions (rules and regulations), and the planned operation of the stable virtual Web platform, the virtual Web management organization as well as the deriving dynamic virtual corporations. This sub-competence serves several purposes. One purpose of developing a new VWO concept or adjusting an existing VWO concept to the particular circumstances is to have guidance for the initiation and a blueprint for the operation of the emerging VWO. The second purpose of the organizational concept is to present it to possible partner firms and to convince them to participate in new VWOs. Furthermore, the developed organizational concept can be used to convince private or public investors to provide financial resources for the initiation and operation of VWOs and / or to gain support of different stakeholder groups (lobbying).
Initiating Sub-Competence: Search for Partners
This sub-competence entails the VWO initiators' ability to attract, select, discuss and convince potential partner firms to join the VWO. The sub-competency "search for partners" consists of a number of different tools. First, the VWO initiators define a group of companies they seek to attract. For the selection of partner firms they determined criteria, such as particular industries, geographical limitations, or particular qualification criteria. Secondly, they present the organizational concept and other possible advantages to potential partner firms at information events/workshops or through other media, such as newspapers, journals, or sending out information material to potential partner firms. In addition, they contact potential partner firms directly by telephone or through personal contacts. Thirdly, the VWO initiators get in a personal contact with the candidates, and try to persuade them to join the VWO. Furthermore, the VWO initiators assess the candidates and decide whether the candidates are admitted to become a partner firm of the VWO. The main reason for VWO initiators to employ this sub-competence is to find suitable partner companies that are willing to cooperate with other firms in temporary partnerships. Thus, they search for and select partner firms with similar interests, such as firms from a similar or the same industry, which are willing to contribute their competencies, whether they are similar or complementary, to temporary partnerships, i.e., value-added partnerships, or joint R&D project teams. The purpose of applying qualification criteria for the assessment of candidates is to secure a certain quality standard on the virtual Web platform as well as to admit companies to the virtual Web platform that have the ability to cooperate with other firms. However, the overall aim of this sub-competence is to collect a pool of partner firms on the virtual Web platform from which dynamic virtual corporations can derive.
Initiating Sub-Competence: Lobbying
This sub-competence entails the ability of the VWO initiators to communicate and to convince key persons of stakeholder groups about the VWO concept and visions. Therefore, they present, advertise and convince different stakeholder groups, such as politicians, ministries, industry and trade associations, and chambers of commerce, about the concept and visions of the new VWO. They use different communication channels to stakeholder groups, i.e., meetings and events to present their VWO concept, press conferences and press releases, and in particular, personal meetings with opinion makers in industry and politics. The main objective of this sub-competence is to receive support and 'goodwill' from the different stakeholder groups. This support and/or goodwill is supposed to help with obtaining public funding, implementing long-term relationships with key persons, as well as supporting the credibility of the new VWO in order to ease the search for partners and to establish customer relationships.
Initiating Sub-Competence: Finance
Basically, this sub-competence concerns the ability of the VWO management to obtain and administrate financial resources for the initiation and maintenance of the virtual Web platform. There are a variety of different financing possibilities. For example, the VWO initiators can obtain their venture capital by selling shares to their partner firms and cover the operation costs during the maintenance phase through commissions for executed orders. Another possibility is to obtain public funding and/or to generate income through membership fees partner companies pay to the VWO association. Therefore, the VWO initiators calculate the financial needs of the VWO and determine the yearly membership fees. Besides obtaining financial resources, this sub-competence also involves the ability to make financial plans for the expenditures of the VWO, to develop VWO budgets and long-term financial strategies. The purpose of this sub-competence is to obtain the financial resources and to plan the VWO's financial requirements (budgets) during the initiation and maintenance phase. Such VWO budgets are needed to obtain financial resources such as public funding, membership fees, shareholder capital, and commissions on orders. These financial resources are required in order to cover the costs for providing partner firms with VWO services and, if necessary, to generate profits. Therefore, the overall purpose of this subcompetence is to plan the financial needs (budgeting) and to obtain the financial resources needed to operate the VWO.
Initiating Sub-Competence: Organizational and Administrative Structures
On the one hand, this sub-competence is concerned with implementing and setting up the virtual Web management organization and its infrastructure. Therefore, the VWO initiators search for suitable employees, and purchase, rent or lease infrastructure, such as office space, office furniture, computer hardware and software, telecommunication infrastructure, etc. On the other hand, this subcompetence is concerned with the development, adjustment and implementation of business processes, job descriptions, roles and responsibilities for the virtual Web management organization as well as for the maintenance of the virtual Web platform and the formation and operation of dynamic virtual corporations. The aim is to install an office infrastructure for the virtual Web management organization, as well as to define and implement VWO rules and regulations (processes, roles, responsibilities, etc.) for the management of the virtual Web platform and the deriving dynamic virtual corporations.
Initiating Sub-Competence: PR, Sales and Marketing
The VWO initiator's sub-competence "PR, sales and marketing" consists of performing a number of different activities, such as writing and publishing articles in the daily press and specialized journals and placing advertising campaigns in newspapers. Moreover, this sub-competence entails presenting the VWO at events and trade fairs, showing physical products of the VWO to customers, designing and developing corporate identity (branding), and organizing training for sales representatives of partner firms to enable them to sell VWO products and services. This sub-competence aims to make the emerging VWO known, to present and advertise their product range and to build up an image and reputation (branding) within the target markets and among stakeholder groups. In addition, the early sales activities aim to provide partner companies with a sense of achievement, which is basically supposed to keep or even to increase the level of motivation of partner firms to contribute to the further development of the VWO. Furthermore, the training provided to partners' sales personnel seeks to integrate partner firms into the VWO PR and marketing activities as well as to encourage them to sell the VWO product range, which is intended to be produced by deriving dynamic virtual corporations.
Initiating Sub-Competence: Foundation of VWO
This VWO initiator's sub-competence entails the ability to develop (together with partner firms) a legal framework for the VWO and to register the VWO as a legal entity. Whether the VWO is established as a non-profit organization or as a shareholding company, the VWO initiators (together with partner firms) develop and realize a legal framework for the VWO, such as defining a constitution for the VWO or a partnership agreement, and register the VWO as a legal entity officially. Furthermore, this sub-competence entails the ability to organize an official and formal foundation ceremony of the VWO. The foundation of a legal entity serves several purposes. First, it enables the VWO and its management organization, to do business officially, i.e., to sign contracts with customers and suppliers. Secondly, the VWO as a legal entity enables the VWO initiators to set up the net-broker organization, which means, for example, to rent office space, to lease cars, to invest in office equipment, and to employ a management team. Thirdly, the VWO as a legal entity provides the legal framework for the dynamic formation of temporary virtual corporations. Furthermore, the organization of a foundation ceremony serves as the initial general meeting of members, partners or shareholders in order to apply legal obligations, such as to agree on a constitution or a partnership agreement for the VWO and to elect an executive committee, a supervisory board and/or board members for the virtual Web management organization. Another purpose of the foundation ceremony is to demonstrate the official launch of the VWO. This can be communicated to the external environment (i.e., the press, stakeholder groups) and on the other hand, it is supposed to create a kind of partner's identification with the VWO. Moreover, it is also a social event where partner firms can meet in order to get in touch with each other and to make initial contacts.
Summary of Initiating Sub-Competencies
In summary, the main competence of 'initiating the virtual Web platform' entails the ability of VWO initiators to employ a number of different subcompetencies. The aggregation of the distinct individual sub-competencies aims to establish a virtual Web platform from which dynamic virtual corporations can be formed. Thus, the performance of the initiating sub-competencies lays the foundation for the subsequent maintenance of the virtual Web platform and consequently, for the deriving dynamic virtual corporations. The overall objective of the initiating sub-competencies is to create a stable interorganizational company network (virtual Web platform) that provides a suitable environment and favorable conditions for the dynamic formation of temporary virtual corporations. All individual sub-competencies employed by VWO initiators interrelate each other. Some sub-competencies need the completion, or at least partial completion, of other sub-competencies before they can be employed. Furthermore, some sub-competencies are sequential whereas some others, such as "search for partners," "lobbying," "finance," and "organizational and administrative structure," are employed in parallel (see also Figure 4 ). In general, one can conclude that all initiating sub-competencies are one-off sub-competencies, interrelating with each other, whereas their employment is partly sequential and partly parallel. The initiation phase of virtual Web platforms is completed with the legal foundation, marked by the foundation ceremony. Moreover, the set of sub-competencies employed during the initiation phase has a strong and direct impact on the succeeding maintenance phase of virtual Web platforms and the formation of dynamic virtual corporations.
Maintaining Sub-Competence: Marketing and Sales
This sub-competence concerns the ability of the virtual Web management organization to do marketing and sales of VWO products and services as well as to support the marketing activities of its partner firms. Thus, the virtual Web management organization has to be able to use a variety of different marketing tools, such as press and advertising campaigns, setting up a VWO homepage, design and development of information material (brochures), direct mailing, attending trade fairs and exhibitions, establishing contacts for partners to customers, designing a VWO logo (branding) and organizing events and presentations. Furthermore, this sub-competence entails the ability of VWO managements to motivate partner firms to do sales and marketing for the VWO. Thus, for example, virtual Web management organizations establish working groups together with partner firms that deal with the sales and marketing activities for VWO products and services. The aim is that the VWO becomes better known to improve its reputation, to inform externals about the VWO and to communicate its potentials. The ultimate purpose of this sub-competence is to sell VWO products and services which consequently leads to the formation and operation of dynamic virtual corporations.
Maintaining Sub-Competence: Search for Additional/Special Partners
Basically, the sub-competence "search for additional/special partners" employed during the maintenance phase by virtual Web management organizations is about the ability to attract additional partner firms, to assess them and to introduce them to the VWO and its partner firms. In general, one can distinguish between an active and passive partner search. Passive partner search basically means that companies contact the VWO management in order to become a member/partner firm. Active partner search means that the VWO management searches actively for new partner firms with particular attributes or distinct competencies. Thus, the virtual Web management organization determines attributes and competencies which are needed on the virtual Web platform. If the VWO managers have detected a suitable candidate they get in contact with this company and try to convince the company to become a partner firm. However, whether a candidate contacts the VWO management or is approached by it, the virtual Web management conducts a candidate assessment and seeks acceptance of the other partner firms, or the executive committee. Furthermore, new partner firms have to attend a seminar where they learn more about the VWO, its structure, rules and regulations. The objective of this sub-competence is to enlarge and to improve the scope and scale of the virtual Web platform with the final aim to improve the competitiveness of the VWO as a whole and its deriving virtual corporations. Furthermore, VWO managers search for new partner firms with specific, additional and complementary competencies in order to substitute partner firms which left the virtual Web platform. In its final consequence, this sub-competence improves the quality of the virtual Web platform and its available scope and scale as well as increases the possible number of combinations for the dynamic formation of virtual corporations.
Maintaining Sub-Competence: Education and Qualification of Partners
This sub-competence concerns the ability of virtual Web management organizations to analyze education and qualification needs of partner firms, to keep contact with universities and research institutes in order to keep updated regarding the latest developments, and to provide partner firms with education and qualification events. The virtual Web management organization might install a working group consisting of partner firms that analyze the need for training programs. Furthermore, this subcompetence consists of planning, organizing, moderating and conducting different kinds of education and qualification events, such as seminars about the VWO organizational structure and culture, seminars about the Internet and the VWO intranet, seminars for marketing and sales managers of partner firms, or seminar with special technical topics. Moreover, the VWO management team organizes so-called workshops in which interested partner companies meet, search for synergies and might initiate a consultant or R&D project. Another kind of event is regional group meetings, which are supposed to facilitate the exchange of information and experiences between partner firms but also where particular topics are presented and discussed. In addition, virtual Web management organizations might organize continuous training programs for partner firm's employees, such as a "business English seminars." The purpose of this sub-competence is to facilitate the cooperation between partner firms and to improve competitiveness of the individual partner firms and consequently of the VWO as a whole. Furthermore, this sub-competence aims to achieve synergies in the area of education and qualification and to develop ideas for the formation of new virtual corporations, i.e., joint R&D projects or valueadded partnerships. Another aim is to make partner firms familiar with the VWO organization, its structures and culture, and to fertilize cooperation on the virtual Web platform and to accelerate the formation of virtual corporation.
Maintaining Sub-Competence: Internal Communication
In general, this sub-competence is about the distribution of information from the virtual Web management organization to the partners and the communication between VWO management and partner firms, but also between partner firms. In order to perform this sub-competence, virtual Web management organizations develop a number of communication tools. For example, the virtual Web management organizations maintain an Intranet from which partner firms can retrieve information about the VWO, present projects and project tenders, training and education events, a calendar, partner's profiles and competencies, and so on. Furthermore, the VWO management organizations send regular newsletters by email or postal mail to their partner firms and inform them about VWO news. In addition, virtual Web management organizations organize regular partner meetings or work group meetings in which a smaller group of partner firms meet in order to exchange information and experiences. Besides the regular partner meetings in smaller groups, virtual Web management teams might also organize experience exchange meetings for all partner firms of the VWO every three months. Another tool to improve the communication between partner firms is that virtual Web management teams organize company tours, which means, that one partner company invites other VWO partners to visit its production facilities and learn more about the partner firm. In short, this sub-competence includes the ability to develop and maintain suitable communication tools, such as intranet, newsletters, partner meetings, company visits, etc. One purpose of this sub-competence is to keep all partner firms at the same level of information about the VWO and its activities to inform them about market news and opportunities, new technical possibilities and technical innovations, new project tenders, projects and orders. The second purpose is to establish trust and communication between the virtual Web management organization and the individual partner firms to exchange information, experiences, ideas, proposals and critique. The third purpose of this sub-competence is to establish trust and communication between partner firms in order to improve the cooperation on the virtual Web platform and the formation and operation of virtual corporations.
Maintaining Sub-Competence: External Communication
The sub-competence "external communication" describes the ability of virtual Web management organizations to establish communication and relationships with stakeholder groups other than customers. Virtual Web management teams maintain relationships with universities and other research institutions in order to keep themselves updated about the latest developments, but also to make use of the resources (i.e., expert knowledge for seminars and R&D projects) provided by external institutions. In addition, they establish and maintain relationships with stakeholder groups, such as other lobbying groups, institutions and associations, the press, politicians and financial institutions. The basic tools underlying this subcompetence are PR and lobbying activities as well as personnel contacts. Furthermore, virtual Web management organizations inform their partner firms about the external communication (lobbying) activities. In principle, virtual Web management organizations employ this sub-competence in order to pursue the VWO business goals, such as to do lobbying for their partner firms, to improve the conditions for their particular industries, to secure access to external knowledge, and to improve the virtual Web platform potentials and the competitiveness of deriving virtual corporations.
Maintaining Sub-Competence: Trust/Identification Management
The sub-competence "trust/identification management" concerns the ability of virtual Web management organizations to facilitate and to fertilize the development of trust among all VWO players as well as to achieve that partner firms identify themselves with the vision and mission of the VWO. On the one hand, this subcompetence consists of establishing an information and communication infrastructure that keeps partner firms updated and provides occasions for f2f (face-to-face) meetings, such as regular partner meetings and company visits. Furthermore, this sub-competence also includes joint activities on the virtual Web platform, such as working groups, workshops, and seminars. Another tool to facilitate the development of trust among the VWO players is a clear and transparent VWO concept as well as that partner firms understand and incorporate the VWO's visions and missions. Such a VWO concept defines roles and responsibilities, predetermines business processes, states a code of conduct and provides rules and regulations for the cooperation of partner firms on the virtual Web platform and deriving virtual corporations. Furthermore, this sub-competence also includes the coaching of passive partner firms in order to integrate them into the VWO. The main purpose of this sub-competence is to create a trustworthy environment on the virtual Web platform from which dynamic virtual corporations can derive. Thus, the virtual Web management organization aims to establish a cooperative culture on the virtual Web platform by generating positive experiences partner firms gain through the cooperation with other partners by working together in working groups or other partner meetings. Hence, the objective of this sub-competence is to create the environmental conditions on the virtual Web platform in order to achieve competitive advantages through fast and flexible configuration and close and smooth cooperation in temporary virtual corporations.
Summary of Maintaining Sub-Competencies
The main competence of "maintaining the virtual Web platform" entails the ability of virtual Web management organizations to employ a number of different sub-competencies that aim to establish an environment from which dynamic virtual corporations can be formed. In general, one can distinguish the individually employed sub-competencies into two groups. One group of sub-competencies, such as "search for additional/special partners," "education and qualification of partners," "internal communication," and "trust and identification management" aim to maintain and improve the quality and potentials of the virtual Web platform as a whole and to fertilize the ability and willingness of partner firms to cooperate. On the other hand, the maintaining sub-competencies of "marketing and sales," and "external communication" aim to bridge the VWO towards the external environment. However, all maintaining sub-competencies focus on creating an environment and conditions for the dynamic formation and smooth operation of virtual corporations. The overall purpose of the maintaining sub-competencies employed by virtual Web management organizations is to improve the competitiveness of the individual partner firms for either their own and individual businesses, or, more importantly in respect to the VWO, for their participation in dynamic virtual corporations. In general, all virtual Web managements' maintaining sub-competencies are permanently employed during the maintenance phase of virtual Web platforms whereby some sub-competencies might fluctuate in their intensity depending on the need they are required at certain times. However, all six common maintaining sub-competencies identified are employed in parallel and interrelate with each other. The maintaining sub-competencies start with the completion of the initiation phase and continue until the VWO eventually disbands. In summary, all maintaining sub-competencies aim to maintain or improve the environmental conditions, whether internally or externally, with the objective to facilitate the formation and operation of dynamic virtual corporations.
Forming Sub-Competence: Search for Market Information & Market and Project Opportunities
This sub-competence entails the virtual Web management organization's ability to search for market information, such as market trends and opportunities, local and international tenders, information about political and other environmental changes, public support and subsidies for projects,and technical innovations, and to distribute it to its partner firms. Furthermore, this sub-competence also refers to the ability to detect possible cooperation projects or to develop cooperation ideas based on the information gathered, and to search and find partner companies, which are interested to participate in such joint cooperation projects. There are different ways to allocate VWO cooperation projects. For example, based on the observation of markets and customer contacts, the virtual Web management organization develops ideas for possible cooperation projects and presents those to partner firms. Another possibility is that external experts (i.e., consultants) submit project proposals to the virtual Web management and they decide whether to go ahead with the project proposals. A third possibility is that one or a group of partner firms submits an idea for a cooperation project. If required, the virtual Web management team assists to find other interested partner firms for joint cooperation projects.
Forming Sub-Competence: Order Acquisition
In principle, each partner firm is encouraged to sell VWO products and services. However, this sub-competence concerns the ability of the virtual Web management organization to acquire and analyze customer inquiries, to consult customers and develop customer solutions, to calculate the costs, and to prepare and present quotations to customers. Additionally, this sub-competence involves the ability to negotiate and complete contracts with customers. On the other hand, this sub-competence also refers to the ability of the virtual Web management organization to motivate and encourage partner firms to do sales for the VWO, as well as to employ external sales brokers. Whether partner companies, external sales brokers, or the virtual Web management organization itself acquires inquiries/orders and submits quotations, the purpose of this sub-competence performed by the virtual Web management organization is to complete contracts with customers in order to form and operate virtual corporations.
Forming Sub-Competence: Dividing Inquiries/Orders
This sub-competence refers to the ability of the virtual Web management organization to divide inquiries or orders into a set of different sub-services/subperformances. These sub-services/sub-performance are then described individually in order to be sent as tenders to partner firms, which keep the required competencies. These partner firms are supposed to submit quotations according to the specifications of tenders sent out. For example, the virtual Web management organization places a tender on the VWO intranet and all partner firms are requested to submit offers for the part of the whole inquiry that they are able to perform. Another possibility is that the virtual Web management team contacts partner firms directly and requests them to submit a quotation. However, based on partners' quotations the virtual Web management organization prepares one quotation to the customer that includes all sub-services/sub-performances. If necessary, the partners' quotations are renegotiated. In addition, this sub-competence also includes the organization of seminars for partner firms regarding the kind of supply chain thinking that is needed to oversee the virtual Web potentials and therefore the sales of complete value chains configured from the pool of competencies available on the virtual Web platform. The purpose of this sub-competence is to make use of the virtual Web platform potentials and to allocate the dispersed potentials available on the virtual Web platform. By dividing complete inquiries/orders into separate performance areas the VWO aims to define smaller and more specialized work units that can be carried out by virtual Web specialists. The use of a tender system aims to allocate virtual Web potentials. The virtual Web management organization applies market mechanisms to the VWO in order to identify the best suitable and most economical partner firm for a particular suborder. However, the definite aim is that the aggregation of suborders, carried out by specialists, provides an economic and qualitative competitive advantage for virtual corporations compared to traditional companies and value chains.
Forming Sub-Competence: Selection of Project Teams
This virtual Web management's sub-competence refers to the ability to search for and to select the most appropriate team of partner firms for a particular order or project. There are different ways project teams' configurations of virtual corporations are determined. Either the virtual Web management organization selects the partner firms that they think are capable to participate in particular projects, or every interested partner company is invited to join the cooperation project, i.e., in the case of joint R&D projects. However, if a project idea is put forward, the virtual Web management team provides assistance in defining the project aims and objectives, development of a detailed project plan, and agreeing on a cooperation contract. A third possibility is that the virtual Web management organization applies a tendering system. Then, the virtual Web management organization administers the tender process and observes the deadlines. Since several partners normally submit offers for one sub-service, the partners' offers are compared and the best offer is selected to be included in the final quotation to the customer. Furthermore, the virtual Web management might benchmark internal quotations against external quotations in order to evaluate their competitiveness. Whether the virtual Web management organization or a partner firm takes over the virtual corporation management, the virtual corporation manager subcontracts the selected partner companies, or if necessary, external suppliers as well. However, virtual Web management organization provides assistance in setting up the virtual corporation. The overall aim of this sub-competence is to search for and to select the most appropriate team of partner firms for the formation and operation of virtual corporations.
Forming Sub-Competence: Order/Project Execution
In general, virtual Web management organizations are not directly involved, as a value-adding partner, in the execution of orders or projects. However, the virtual Web management organization provides the overall project management, which means that they coordinate and monitor all activities along the value chain. The actual order/project execution is performed by the virtual corporation partner companies. There is an appointed virtual corporation manager, either an employee of the virtual Web management organization or a partner firm, who coordinates the activities along the value chain that involves VWO partner firms, external suppliers and eventually customers as well. The virtual corporation manager (a virtual corporation partner firm or the virtual Web management organization) signs a contract with the customer and is liable for the delivery of virtual corporation products and services. Furthermore, the virtual corporation manager signs the contracts with the participating VWO partners and external suppliers. The main reason for the virtual Web management organization to employ this sub-competence is to provide general project management to virtual corporations. The overall aim of the virtual Web management organization is the successful completion of orders and projects. Successful, executed orders/projects improve the reputation of the VWO as a whole, which might lead to additional order/projects. Furthermore, this sub-competence clarifies the legal issues/relationships between the involved parties, such as customers, partner firms, and external suppliers.
Forming Sub-Competence: Project Controlling
This sub-competence refers to the ability of the virtual Web management organization to monitor and control the performance of its virtual corporation and its participating parties. This means that they monitor the quality, keeping the schedule and project plan, as well as cost control. This controlling might involve keeping track of and controlling project interim reports, interim reviews and the final project reports, or joining project meeting without pre-notice. Since the virtual Web management organization has a neutral role, it intervenes only in cases where the project or order execution is interrupted or the defined objectives are not achieved, or in case of conflicts between the participating partner firms. Then, the virtual Web management organization facilitates to solve the problems, so that the project or order can be completed. Furthermore, the virtual Web management organization measures the satisfaction of externals, using such tools as customer surveys, with the performance of virtual corporations and reports the results back to the partner firms. The overall purpose of this virtual Web management's sub-competence is to monitor and control the performance of virtual corporations in order to safeguard the achievement of the defined project objectives and/or the delivery of the agreed products/services to the customers. Furthermore, the virtual Web management organization measures the performance/customer satisfaction after delivery in order to learn and to improve the performance of future virtual corporations.
Forming Sub-Competence: Dissolution and Accounting
Basically, this sub-competence employed by virtual Web management organizations is about the ability to disband virtual corporations when a project is completed or an order is executed and delivered to the customers. Thus, this subcompetence is concerned with the dissolution of virtual corporations and the accounting. In general, the partner firms submit their invoices to the virtual Web management organization or the virtual corporation manager, whereby on the other hand, they submit their invoices for the whole project/order to the customer. This accounting mainly involves bookkeeping and credit control. Furthermore, this sub-competence also includes the distribution of project results, i.e., of R&D projects to other virtual Web partner firms. The overall aim of this sub-competence is the smooth dissolution of virtual corporations, so that no negative implications for future virtual corporations arise. The purpose of making project results available to other virtual Web partner firms is to provide them with a good example of a successful complete project and to make the new/additional knowledge available to other partner firms so that other partner firms can benefit from joint virtual Web partner projects.
Summary of Forming Sub-Competencies
The main competence of "forming virtual corporations" concerns the ability of virtual Web management organizations to form, operate and dissolute dynamic virtual corporations. Certainly, there is a difference between virtual corporations which are temporary value-added partnerships or, for example, temporary R&D partnerships. However, in both cases it is a partnership of independent companies that agreed to cooperate for a limited period of time. Therefore, the individually employed forming sub-competencies aim to facilitate the formation, to ease the operation and to smooth the disbanding of dynamic virtual corporations. The main interest of virtual Web management organizations is the successful completion of virtual corporations. In sum, the aggregation of all forming sub-competencies cover the lifetime of temporary virtual corporations, from the initial idea or market opportunity to dissolution of the partnership and the settlement of invoices. In general, the purpose of the virtual Web management's main competence of "formation of dynamic virtual corporations" is to lead virtual corporations to a positive outcome in order to generate positive examples for others and to improve the VWO's reputation for further projects and/or orders. Thus, there is a strong interrelation between the main competence of "maintaining virtual Web platforms" and "forming and operating virtual corporations." On the one hand, the formation and operation of dynamic virtual corporations depends heavily on the groundwork laid on the virtual Web platform. On the other hand, the performance of dynamic virtual corporations reflects back on the virtual Web platform and, thus, has a strong impact on a number of sub-competencies employed during the maintenance of virtual Web platform. Apart from the two initial sub-competencies, which are employed continuously, all other sub-competencies employed during the formation and operation of virtual corporations are related to individual projects, customer inquiries and/or orders. Therefore, these sub-competencies are employed sequentially as one-off sub-competencies for each project, customer inquiry or order separately and, consequently, are repeated for each formation and operation of virtual corporations.
CONCLUSION
The introduction of this chapter identified four fundamental key difficulties associated with the organizational concept of virtual corporations that are configured as adhocracies of strangers. Thus, in order to overcome such inhibitors and obstacles regarding the formation of dynamic virtual corporations the virtual Web concept has been evolving within the last few years. The organizational concept of the virtual Web organization and its three encompassing organizational elements provides a possible way for the dynamic formation of temporary value chain and/or other temporary limited cooperations of independent companies, such as joint R&D projects. The virtual Web platform, as a stable company network, provides the environmental certainty necessary to establish favorable conditions for the dynamic formation of temporary limited cooperations. The groundwork laid on the virtual Web platform determines the formation and operation process of virtual corporations and consequently their competitiveness and the business success of each individual partner firm. However, besides the stable and the dynamic company networks, the management organization is the third organizational element of virtual Web organizations. Based on six empirically conducted case studies the author developed a competence-based management model of virtual Web management organizations. This competence-based view on the management of virtual Web organizations provides an overview of the sub-competencies employed by virtual Web management organizations to initiate and maintain virtual Web platforms and to facilitate the formation and operation of dynamic virtual corporations. Basically, this competence-based management model describes the content of the individual subcompetencies and it explains the purpose, the interrelateness and the temporal dimension of the virtual Web management's sub-competencies.
In respect to the four identified difficulties of totally free configured virtual corporations, the virtual Web management organization searches for suitable partner companies for the stable virtual Web platform that keep the complementary core competencies in order to be selected for the formation of dynamic virtual corporations. The virtual Web management organization searches for and selects partner firms according to predefined qualification criteria for the virtual Web platform that fit technologically and sociologically with the VWO and its partner firms. In addition, the virtual Web management organization develops and improves the technological and social fit of each individual partner firm and the group of collaborators in general. Furthermore, the virtual Web management organization implements an internal communication infrastructure and conducts trust and identification management in order to fertilize the development of trust between the partner companies, to accelerate the partnering process, to shorten the time to market process and to reduce transaction costs. Finally, the virtual Web management organization provides cooperation management on the virtual Web platform and for dynamic virtual corporations, in order to coordinate the activities of the dispersed partner companies and to build trustworthy relationships between them.
